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Abstract 

The differential «mill ion probability for a neutron emitted In a binary Anion 

process due to -'on-adlabatlc effect* In the coupling of the «ingle particle degree« of 

freedom to the accelerated relative motion of the fragment! li investigated within a 

model, which represents each nucleus by a non-deformed one-term separable poten

tial. Initially the neutron 1« bound In a two cent«* elgenatate, referring to a certain 

• eparation distance of the centers of the potentials. The collective relative motion Is 

supposed to proceed with sero angular momentum alcng a trajectory, which is calcu

lated from classical equations of motion including conservative and phenomenologlcal 

frictional forces. The derivation of measurable quantities from »br asymptotic solu

tion of the 'ime-dependent SchrSdlnger equation for the single particle wave function 

is carefully examined. Numerical calculations have been performed for parameter 
353 values, which correspond to Cf(sf). The calculated energy spectra and angu

lar distributions of the emitted particles are presented in dependence on the mass 

asymmetry. 
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АННОТАЦИЯ 

Рассматривается дифференциальная вероятность испускания нейтронов в про
цессе двойного деления за счет связи одночастичных степеней свободы с ускоря
ющимся относительным движением фрагментов в рамках модели, в которой оба ос
колка представлены одночленным, сферическим сепарабельным потенциалом. В на
чале процесса нейтрон находится в двухцентровом связанном состоянии, соответ
ствующем заданному исходному расстоянию между центрами потенциалов. Траектория 
относительного коллективного движения с нулевым орСитальным моментом определя
ется путем интегрирования классических уравнений движения z учетом консерва
тивных сил и феноменологического трения. Измеряемые величины получаются из 
тщательного анализа асимптотических решений одночастичного уравнения Шрединге-
ра, зависящего от времени. Численные расчеты проводились для значения парамет
ров, соответствующих спонтанному делению 252cf, приводится зависимость полу
ченных спектров и угловых распределений от массовой асимметрии. 

KIVONAT 

Megvizsgáltuk egy bináris hasadási folyamat során az egyrészecske sza
badsági fokok és a hasadási termékek gyorsuló relativ mozgása közötti nem-
adiabatikus csatolás révén emittált neutronok energia- és szögeloszlását egy 
olyan modellben, ahol az egyes magokat egy-egy egytagú, szférikus, szeparál
ható potenciál reprezentálja. Kezdetben a két potenciál középpontja bizonyos 
távolságra van egymástól, a neutron pedig a megfelelő kétcentrum kötött ener
giasajátállapotban van. A kollektiv relativ mozgás zérus pályamomentumu tra-
jektóriáját a klasszikus mozgásegyenletek integrálásából számítottuk, a kon
zervatív erőkön kivül fenomenológikus súrlódási erőt is figyelembe véve. 
A mérhető mennyiségeket az időfüggő eqyrészecske Schrödinger egyenlet aszimp
totikus megoldásainak gondos vizsgálatából származtattuk. A numerikus számí
tásokat a *52cf spontán hasadásának megfelelő paraméterekkel végeztük. Megmu
tattuk a számított energiaspektrumok és szögeloszlások függését a tömeg-aszim
metriától. 
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l . I n t r o d i K ' í ion 

T h e neutron omission in Гелл';. -;on ;o!;isio?s ,-.i '••ombaoiing e.:; ,.:ts well above the 
Coulomb-barrier L;..? .'icon treated l>y Révai- l within а one-body semichissi« al model for 
the interaction dynamics.In th ; s ape::v.-n 'he time evolution of . Ь ' ..ave function of an 
active particle, initially occupying а bo :• d star«' in. a mean po im ' ia ! . i> followed when it is 
per turbed by a second potential well, 'ho. • pot, ntiais moving aim.;; ci.is.- iea! trajectories. In 
order to reduce the computation;!! еПо-ь . ( ac'r polémia; v,ell - supposed to be of spherical 
symmetry is approximate«.! 1 у л single- 'e;m «ерл гаЬ:с potential . With this simplification 
the solution of the time-dependent one- parti; ie iohrddinger-cquaiion and the calculation 
of the physical amplitudes for some el< 'inert лгу ex« Station processes as particle t ransferor 
particle transit ion to the continuum c m !>• r» ríormcd to a large extent analytically. The 
model has the advantage, that the quantities if interest can be derived from a closed-form 
expression for the asymptotic wave function, without going through an expansion ir. terms 
of a complete single-particle basis as in rcf.'•'"• or restricting the problem to one dimension 
only as in ref.^ 1. 

For a uniform relative motion along straight-line trajectories the dependence of the 
probabilities for the final population of the clastic, transfer and break-up channels on 
the bombarding energy has been investigated within this approach by Milek, Reif and 
Révai'*I.The results of these schematic considerations demonstrated the feasibility of the 
formalism presented in ref. ' 1 and have been viewed as to be orcourageing for more refined 
calculations, including realistic trajectories for an accelerated relative motion, and for 
reasonable applications to similar interaction processes. 

In this context it seems to be an attractive opportuni ty to apply the model for the 
t rea tment of particle emission due to non-adinbntic effects ir! a iissiondike process. 

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain the emission of non-evaporated light 
particles in nuclear fission. Being presented only in a qualitative sense, both suggestions 
suppose a coupling of a nueloon or a preformed cluster to the non-adlabatic changes of 
the t ime-dependent mean field during the descent of the fissic ning system towards the 
separat ion of the two fragments. 

(i) Ha lpern ' ' ' suggested, that just after neck rupture a sudden transition of the elongated 
fragments to more spherical equilibrium shapes might allow light particles to escape 
from the system. There are, however, estimates, that, the time required to collapse the 
neck s tubs is probably not short enough to transfer so much energy to the particle, 
t h a t it could be emitted' 1 5 ' I 7 ' . On the other hand, an investigation of the fission in a 
one-dimensiona! time-dependent lirirbee IYHк oalou'funou (slab geometry) gave some 
hints , showing that the neck snatching could be a rather fast process, leading to a 
low-density component in the density profile as well as to a peak in the corresponding 
velocity field, which ran be interpreted as the appearence of ra ther fast "catapult" 
par t ic les ' 8 ' . 

(ii) Car jan ' 9 ' argued, that during the transition from saddle to .scission a particle can 
gain enough energy to escape by a one body dissipation rneehanisiu through repeated 
collisions with the moving walls represented by the time-depend'-nt average potential, 
even if the time scale for the whole process is not very short . Recent mcasurments of 
long range «-particles in the spontaneous fission of '' i r , l ;Cf, 2 " F m , M ' K m established 



a correlation of the emission probability with the deformation energy at scission'7'. 
Further, from experiments on tritons and a-pariclcs produced ui thermal neutrcn in
duced fission of 3 3 3 - 2 3 5 U and 2 3 0 - 3 4 ' p u it was found, that the emission probability 
and the widths of the energy distribution of the emitted particles are correlated with 
the constant for the radioact.ve «-decay of the fissioning system' 1 0 ' . Both investi
gations have been interpreted Sy the authors as to give at le<u-, a vag le evidence in 
favour of the Carjan mechanism. 

Disregarding any shape degree of freedom, the model worked out in refs. f1'-'4' for heavy ion 
collisions can be extended to allow (in he spirit of the Carjan mechanism) for quantitative 
predictions of some characteristic features of light particle emission, acompanying the late 
stage of a binary fission process. This aim can be achieved just by choosing appropri
ate initial conditions both for the calculation of the classical trajectory of the separating 
fragments and for the time evolution of the single-particle wave function: in the initial 
state both potentials—perhaps already carrying a small relative veVxity—are separated 
by a small distance, and the oound particle is not localized in any of them, but is in an 
eigenstate of a two-center problem with a given binding energy. Of course, such a model 
does not cover the early stages of a fission process in which the system undergoes rather 
strong (but probably adiabatic) changes in shape, rather it should JÍ. suited to treat t,ie 
late stage near the scission, including the subsequent acceleration phase. In this sense 
the model should be adequate to a situation, in which the fissioning system ha.« passed 
already the fission barrier, and a certain splitting of the total mass and chaigr- \x\io two 
fragments is practically reached with only a small remaining density overlap ir« the neck 
region. Then, the fragments become accelerated with zero orbital angular momer>tum due 
to the combined action of a Coulomb and a nucleus-nucleus potential. In addition to these 
conservative forces a friction force appears, which transfers a certain amount of ihe kinetic 
energy of the relative motion to internal excitation, the degrees of freedom of which are 
not taken into account explicitely. It should be noted, that no attempts have been -nade to 
conserve energy by correcting the energy of the collective motion somehow for the energy, 
carried away by the emitted particle. 

Since in the ansatz for the mean potential felt by the particle the Coulomb field is 
ignored, the present model is restricted to the treatment of neutron emission only. 

The basic ingredients of the model are described in sect.2. Sect.3 contains the for
mal solution of the time-evolution problem. The calculation of he physical transition 
amplitudes is discussed in sect.4. The details of a numerical calculation for the case ol 
epontaneous fission of 2 " C f can be found in sect.5, while the results and conclusions are 
in sect.6. 

2.Formulation of the model 

We consider the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (h — 1) 

•||ф(0> = />(<)|Ф(0> (!) 

of a single particle of mass m in the field of two spherical mean potentials V,•, / = 1,2, which 
move along given classical trajectories specified by the position vectors R,<(/),t = 1,2 of 

file:///x/io


the potential centers. The Hatuiltonian reads 

Il(t) = ?-•* У?1"'1 - VRlil' (2) 

In general, each potential operator V, is a function of the position aau ...oii.entum operators 
acting in the single particle Hubert space: V, — V,(r,p}, and in terms of this function the 
moving potential K(t) can be expressed as its Galilean transform: 

V*'(t) = V . (r~R. ( / ) ,p m R , ( 0 ) = Í'.(r) (3) 

with the general transformation rule 

v,(t) = v,(t)v,(r,p)ü; (0, ut{t) = e-«.««>Pe»..R..«..r ( 4 ) 

between Vt(t) and its stationary counterpart \\. According to cq.('l) the potential terms 
in eq.(2) become implicitely time-dependent by R,(í) ,R,(í) characterizing the classical 
collective motion. In order to simplify the solution of cq.(l) for V, we make the ansatz of 
a one-term separable potential (poscssing only one bound state): 

v,(t) = ое(ф,)У(А\и; (о ~ !Д(<))А,(Д(0! 
Further, the boundary condition for solving the Schrödinger equation (1) is fixed by the 
statement, that the time-evolution of the system starts at t - tr, from a given state |Ф0)'-

l*('o)> = !*o), (6) 

which may be chosen to reflect the initial physical situation. In following the time-evolution 
of the system, we are interested in the probabiIitie.T to find the particle for t —> oo in one 
of its possible final states in which the particle may either occupy the bound state in 
one of the potentials or may escape freely from the system. The practical solution of the 
problem stated above consists of two essential steps. First, after a suitable choice of the 
trajectory for the relative motion, one has to find the wave function |Ф(<)) for an arbitrary 
(but finite) time t and then, using this function |Ф(0)» one has to calculate the desired 
transition probabilities. 

3.Solution of the time-evolution problem 

The formal solution |Ф(<)) of eq.(l) satisfying the boundary condition (6) can be 
written as 

|* (0 )=Г(*Л)1*о>, (7) 

where T(t,t') is the time-evolution operator associated with the Hamiltonian (2). It satisfies 
the differential equations 

i~t(t,n = />(«)f («,<'), »-~;Г(М') = - Г (М')Я(О (8) 



which together with the boundary condition 

f ( l .O = I (9) 

may be combined into the integral equations 

f(M') = I-i Í £ ( i" )r ( f \ f ) * " = I-if f(М")Я(Г)Л" (10) 

The formal solution of eq.(10) is usually expressed as 

f(M')=f e^*«"" (11) 

f being the time-ordering operator. For time-independent Hamiltonians f can be omitted 
and eq.(ll) yields the familiar expression 

flM') = « ~ М , - , , ) * (12) 

The Hamiltonian (2) can be split into two parts as 

H{t) = tf0 + V-(i), Ho = ̂ , V(t) = fc(f) + V,(t) (13) 

Then, in addition to the time-evolution operator f, associated with the complete Hamil
tonian Я, one can introduce the time-evolution operator f 0 , corresponding to the Hamil
tonian H0 for the free motion alone 

fo(i,t') = « " ' ( , " O Ä o (14) 

The operators Г and Г0 are connected by the integral equations 

f(M') = f.(«,0 - i f fo(M")0(i")f(t",f)dt" 
J t

r (15) 
= f.(I,I») - i / t(t,f")V(t")f0(fV)<ii" 

Jf 

Starting from eq.(7) the integral equations (15) lead us to the following integral equations 
for |*(|)) 

l»(0> = to(Mo)l«(«o)> - •' / ' t>(M') fa(0 + МП] M?))dt' (i6) 

Substituting the separable form of the potentials Vt(t) into eq.(16) we get 

!*(0) = fo(í,ío)l*(ío)>-^»7 , f<»( í' í')^( í')^í<')dí' < 1 7 > 
i=l 
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where the functions A,(t) are defined as 

Л(0 = Ш(1)|»(0) (is) 

For them the following set of coupled integral equations can be derived: 

A(t) = A.<A(t)!fo(Mo)l*o> - E 1 7 ЪЛ*,ПМПМ (19) 

with the kernels 
/ММ') = Ш(0|Го(М'ШО> (20) 

The structure of eqs.(l6)-(20) shows the great advantage of using separable potentials: 
solving a single-variable Volterra type integral equation for the c-number functions A,(t) 
one is able to calculate the wave function |Ф(0) f° r а п У time t, while for ordinary potentials 
the same goal can be achieved only by solving integral (or differential) equations with mixed 
space and time variables. 

The practical calculation of the functions Ai(t) according to eqs.(19) starts with the 
computation of the kernels Äi ,-(<,<') and of the inhomogeneous term Л;(/?,(<)|Г0|Ф„), which 
contains the given initial wave function |Ф0). Since the operator f0, appearing in both 
of them, involves only the momentum operator p\ it is convenient to work in momentum 
representation |k). If one supposes the state \0,) to be a la-state, the overlap matrix 
element (or form factor) (к|&) becomes angle-independent: (к|$) = (к|Д). Further, with 
a Gaussian form factor of range bt for (k|/?,) 

(k|A) = (k|A) a e" *<"'>' (21) 

all the necessary matrix elements for setting up the integral equations (19) may be calcu
lated to a large extent analitically, thus diminishing considerably the numerical efforts. 

4.Calculation of transition amplitudes 

The final probability, that the particle travels with one of the potentials or behaves 
like a free particle, has to be deduced from the wave function |Ф(Е)) in the limit t —» oo. 
In this asymptotic region it is supposed, that both potentials are moving with :cnstant 
velocities v4 along straight lines: 

Ri{t) —+Ь+У.г (22) 

so that the separation distance of their centers 

R(t) = iRJf) - Ra(<)l = |a, - a 3 + (v, - v a ) i | (23) 

is growing with time. 
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For this case we can construct a bound state moving with the potential Vit \ф( (()). 
from a solution |&*" } of the corresponding stationary eigenvalue problem 

( ^ + V.) l* . B } = S . B i * . B ) (24) 

according to 
|Á B (0> =e - i , *- + , " , , *e < - , ' - * |^ B >e- i , s '" -*— i * ) l (25) 

For t —• oo the function \ф, (i)) is a solution of the Schrödinger equation 

»"||AB (0> = A(0I*B (0>. * (0 = £ + **(*) (26) 

which one would use to describe a particle moving with the potential Vt (t) fot any time t. 
Therefore, the function \ф{ (f)), given by equation (25), can serve to formulate a boundary 
condition 

|* в(О,-ЧА*(0> (27) 
in order to define a unique solution of eq.(26) for all times t. 

Now, the transition amplitudes st to the bound states of the potentials Vi can be 
defined in terms of a projection of |Ф(<)) on a moving bound state \ф>в (t)) as 

s< = Нш<Лв(«)|Ф(0> = НтЛВ(0|Ф(0>, *'=1.2 (28) 
I—» oo ! - • oo 

Similarly, the transition amplitude to a free state corresponding to an emitted particle, 
which propagates with momentum k 0 , can be denned in terms of a projection of |Ф(<)) on 
a plane wave |k0(i)) as 

s 0 ( k 0 ) = lim<k0(t)|*(t)) ( 2 9 ) 
t— oo 

although in the latter case the t-limit exists only in combination with the usual represen
tation of the non square integrable state |k0 (t)) as a limit of wave packets of decreasing 
widths. 

The calculation of the transition amplitudes (and the corresponding transition prob
abilities P — \s\2) according to eqs.(28),(29) requires the determination of |Ф(*)) for large 
times r. Moreover, the matrix elements (28),(29) contain parts which are oscillating func
tions of i, for which it is not clear how to treat them in a direct limiting procedure. 
Therefore, it is desirable to design a procedure, which would enable us to calculate the 
amplitudes (28),(29) using only finite - t values of |Ф(*)). 

For this aim we define three more solutions |Ф~ (í))and |Ф^0(0) °f t n e t o t a ^ Schrö
dinger equation (1) with the boundary conditions 

i*;(0>,—i^B(0> 
•- °° (30) 

i«;.w> —> iko(o> 
0 i— oo 



i.e. |Ф~ (f)) goes asymptotically to a bound state moving with the potential Viy while 
1*ь (0) d c v c ' ° P s ш the far future into a pure plane wave |k 0 ) . In terms of these states 
one can rewrite the transition amplitudes a.° 

* = <Ф;(01*(0> 

*»(kn) = (*:(t)l*(0) 

(31) 

(32) 

and tha expressions (31),(32) are valid for any time í > f0, since the overlap of two solutions 
of the same Schrödmger equation is time independent. 

The boundary conditions (30) for infinite time can be made mathematically rigorous 
by relating the states |Ф~ (t)) and |Ф~о(0) t o t h e i r "parent" states |& B (t)) and |k0(i)>, 
respectively, with the help of the time-dependent Möller operators ClT (t), ft" (t): 

*Г(0> = П«"(01Л В(0)= Hm f ( í , r ) f 4 ( r ,0 \bB(t)) 

*;.(')> = «о" ( 0 I M 0 > = Hm f ( í , r ) f 0 (r , í ) |ke(í)> 

(33) 

(34) 
A A 

where r<(t,t') denotes the time-evolution operator associated with the Hamiltonian #<, 
eq.(26). The existence of the operators П" (i), П~ (t), as well as the mutual orthogonality 
and completeness of the states |Ф~ (í)), |Ф~ (í)) has bten shown by Yajima'1 1'. 

Using the definitions (33),(34) and the integral equations satisfied by T(t,t') one can 
derive the following equations: 

!*Г (0) = \Ф-В («)) + i f г,(м')<> (0|Ф- (*')>*', j Ф i (35) 

1*^.(0) = IM0> + if fői«.«') [ЧП + МП] !*;,(«')>*' (36) 

These equations may be employed to study the t —• oo behaviour of the states |ФГ (t)) 
and |Ф^ (t)) in order to derive asymptotic expressions for them, which could be used in 
eqs.(31),(32) for the calculation of the transition amplitudes. 

Utilizing the separability of the potentials Vi(i), eqs.(35),(36) can be cast in the form 

|Ф;(О> = IAB(O>+if twmnww 

|фь-.(0) = I M O > + £ » ' / " fo(í,í')iA(0)^í. («')*' 

(37) 

(38) 

with the quantities Д(*),£)£ (t) 

Д-(0 = Ш(01*Г(0>. зфх (39) 
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я ' ь . = Ш ( 0 ! * к - . ( 0 > (40) 
obeying the equations 

Bi(t) = xAßAWi

B(t)) + ̂ l"(ßAt)\UWlßAn}Biit,W, j*i (и) 

К.® = Ш(01М0> + É« Г *ДМ')*>ио л ' (42) 
The kernele Kií(t,t') are the same as in eq.(20). 

The asymptotic form of |ФГ (f)) can be easily deduced from eqs.(37),(41). The driving 
term A, (/?, (*)№<* (0) m *q-(41) is an overlap of two wave functions , one { \ßs (t)) ) being 
localized around Ry(i) and the other one ( №<*(*)) ) around R<(t)> Since for large t 
according to eq.(23) the separation distance of the potentials is growing with time, the 
overlap (jőyíOlw (0) a a rapidly decreasing function of time. For the usual exponential 
localization of the states |&e(t)> and |ft) one obtains (&(t)l6*(*)) ос е - "', а > 0. 
Since the magnitude of the kernel of eq.(41) does not exceed unity, the same estimate 
holds for the whole solution Bi(t) of eq.(41): Д(t) a e~"' as í -* oo. Thus, according to 
eq.(27) for the asymptotic form of \9~ (t)) one obtains 

1*Г (0) —> 1Л* W> + exponentially small terms (43) 

This result can be formulated as follows: in its "backward" time evolution f-om t = oo, 
1*7(0) remains practically equal to |4t*(0) u n t ' l t n e trajectories R<(f) approach each 
other close enough to give nonzero overlap between \ф4

Е (*)) and fy(t). 
The investigation of the asymptotic behaviour of 1*^(0) » a more difficult task, 

mainly because the driving terms in eq.(42) 

MA(OIMO) = Ш1Ц + (Olbe W)«" '^ 
= Л,(Alk. - m R , ^ » ' " » ' « - ^ ' ( 4 4 ) 

—> ХМко - т\<)е V / 

are non-decreasing functions of t ( as t —• oo ), and, therefore, the integral parts of eq.(38) 
give a non-vanishing contribution to the asymptotic form of |Ф^ (t)). In order to make the 
physical meaning of these contributions more explicit, the integral equation for |Ф^ (()), 
eq.(36) is rewritten as 

l»i.W)-lk.W> + l*i.W> + l«2.W> (45) 
with the components 

i*U0> = if to(t,t)bin\*:.v))# (46) 
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satisfying the coupled equations 

№.W> = » / " UfcOftiOlM«'))*' +•'jf" fé(«,f)^(f)|*ie(f))*» у *» (47) 

In order to identify the driving term in eq.(47), we consider the scattering state counter
part \ф~к (t)) of the single-potential bound state solution \ф<в (t)) of eq.(26). Following 
eqs.(33),(34) it is defined as 

\4>;ko(t)) = [ihn U M f o M ] МО) (48) 

This state satisfies the integral equation 

which can be solved in terms of I\ as 

I4Í.M) = M«)> + ij~ ti[t.f)MO\*o{t))de (so) 
Thus the scattering state \ф~к (f)) can be split in the usual way into a plane wave |k0 (f)) 
and a scattered wave 

w: . w> = •• j H гд«^')у,(^)|ко(*'))л' (si) 
which coincides with the driving term of eq.(47). Using the states \ф\е

к (t)) one can iterate 
eq.(47) 

l*i.W) = K'. (0> + • ' /" u(M')fc(0№;.(«')>*' 

/

oo /•» (52) 

I faí,í')v;(ory(í',<")v;(í")|^0(í")>^"^ + -
Introducing the series (52) int eq.(45) one obtains an expansion of the total scattering state 
l*k (0)> which allows a transparent physical interpretation. It consists of a plane wave 
jk0(t)), of the two "direct" scattered waves |#|j e(i)), each referring to a single potential 
&i, plus terms describing the single-, double-, etc. rescattering of the direct scattered 
waves between the two potentials. If r denotes the distance from the scattering center, 
the amplitude of the scattered wave is decreasing as 1/r, so that the single-, double-, 
etc. rescattering terms in the multiple-rescattering expansion, which follows from eq.(52), 
are expected to be proportional to R~l(t),K~2(t), etc. Since for large t the distance R 
between the two potentials grows linearly with t (see eq.(23)) eq.(52) can be regarded as 
an asymptotic expansion in inverse powers of t. 
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Having derived the asymptotic expansion for |Ф^ (t)) we can calculate—at least 
approximately—the emission amplitude 5 0(k 0) from eq.(32) selecting a large t value and a 
certain number of retained terms in the expansion. The accuracy can be improved and/or 
checked by increasing either t or the number of expansion terms. 

In order to demonstrate the ideas involved in this procedure, the first order «scattering 
term is evaluated in the Appendix. 

5.Numerical investigations 

The numerical calculations have been performed for model parameters, which are 
chosen to be in accord with the spontaneous fission of 2 6 a Cf. 

At first, the four parameters A, ,b, in the nodeless and angle independent ansatz 
(5),(21) for the potentials V{ are fixed in such a way, that the eigenfunction \ф{В) cor
responding to the potential V̂  is an ls-state which 

(i) belongs to a given binding energy E{

B and 
(ii) the maximum of its radial wave function is located at about 0.9Í2* (compare figs.3-4 

ofrefJ 1 3"), 
where the sharp-density radius of the fragment A< is taken to be 

R* = (1.28Д 1 / 3 -0.76 + 0.8Л~ 1 / 3) / m . 

Then the two-center problem V̂  + V2 with the centers of the potentials separated by RQ 
is solved and—with the constraint EX

B = E2

B —the binding energies Et

B are adjusted 
to reproduce a given binding energy EB for the two-center state \фв). For example, a 
value of EB = 8 MeV requires a binding energy of EB = 9.3 MeV for RQ = 13 /m. 
The two-center wave function \фэ), determined in ay, serves as initial wave function 
|Ф0)» eq.(6),to start the integration of the Sehr«. acr equation (1). In all cases those 
branches of the two-center wave functions have been selected, which have a different sign 
in the two potential regions (negative parity in the symmetric case). 

The trajectory R(*)> which determines the time dependence of the potentials follows 
from tne classical equations of motion involving conservative and frictional forces. For the 
Coulomb potential the expression for two homogeneous charged spheres of radius RA was 
used. Since the fission-like process, we have in mind, resembles the exit channel of a deep-
inelastic heavy ion collision, we employ the proximity potential ' M ' for the nucleus-nucleus 
interaction and the phenomenological ansatz if(R)R for the radial friction with the form 
factor f(R) = {dV/dR)7 , 1 Б ' . The free parameter 7 determines the amount of dissipated 
energy. For 3 6 2Cf(sf) Schultheis and Schultheis , l e | estimated the dissipated energy at 
scission to be less, than 10 MeV. This result implies a constraint on the variation of 
the strength of the friction force. The trajectory calculations have been performed with a 
modified version of the code TRAJEC I 1 7). 

As initial distance Rg between the potentials, the position, at which the system has 
crossed the outer barrier in the Coulomb plus proximity potential has been chosen. For 
symmetric fission of 2 5 3 Cf this value is Ro — 13.3 /m, where t'ie sharp-e'ensity surfaces of 
the spheres are separated already by 1.7 fm. To some extent this choice is supported by 
the investigations of Royer and Remaud ' 1 8 ' , in which the potential energy of the fissioning 
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system is calculated for a sequence of compact, creviced shapes (elliptic lemniscatoids). 
The calculations take into account the proximity energy, which results from the finite 
range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction inside the crevice, separating the fragments. In 
this procedv-e the barrier at R = 12.8 fm appears as an outer scission barrier with a 
height of about 4 MeV, while the "neck rupture", identified as the configuration of two 
touching spheres, at R = 11.5 fm is well inside the second minimum. 

For symmetric fission the time scale of the process can be characterized as follows. If 
the fragments start at rest (v0 = 0) and the energy dissipation is neglected (7 = 0), after 
0.6-10 _ 2 1s the system reaches a separation distance R,e = 16 fm, for which the proximity 
energy goes below 0.5 MeV. In spite of the long tail of of the proximity potential, this point 
is viewed— somewhat arbitrarily—as the scission point. The kinetic energy at scission is 
E,e = 35.6 MeV. After 2.5 • 1 0 - a , a (R = 50 fm) the fragments have gained 75% of the 
final kinetic energy Et. As in ref.'18' the resulting value of Ef = 245 MeV is too large, 
compared to the experimental value of 190 MeV. This failure is connected with the lack 
of inclusion of the shape degrees of freedom, which carry deformation energy. Taking into 
account a small energy dissipation of 3.5 MeV, corresponding to a friction strength of 
7 = 6, the time to reach the scission point is slightly prolonged (up to 0.7 • 10~7ls), with 
a kinetic energy at scission E.c = 32.1 MeV. Nevertheless, in this picture the final phase 
of scission turns out to be a rather fast process, because the cohesive proximity force falls 
off appreciably, when the fragments start to separate. 

For asymmetric fission the Z value for ?. given mass asymmetry is taken from ref. I 1 9 ' . 
The numerical integration has been performed with a size of the time step At = 

5 • 10 - 2 *e. For R > Rte the conservation of the norm of |Ф) has been controlled at each 
step as a check for the numerical procedure. 

For calculation of the bound state amplitudes s{ (eq.(31)), according to eq.(43), we 
approximated |Ф~ (t)) by \ф^ (t)) . The stability against the choice of t in the formula 

5 <«(<Ь Л(')1*(0> 
was checked by performing the calculation for different values of t, which for convenience 
were parametrized by the separation distance R(t) of the fragments. It turned out, that 
the bound state transition probabilities J* = |a<|3 reach stability (within 5 • 10" *) for 
Я « 3 0 - 3 5 fm ( < » 1 . 5 ' 1 0 ' 3 1 i ) . 

The emission amplitudes s 0 (k 0 ) were calculated from eq.(32) using the lowest order 
approximation for |Ф~о (í)) (see eqs.(45),(52)). 

\Kn (0> * IMO) + Itf 1. (0> + №\. (0> (53) 
and the differential emission probability for emitting a particle with final momentum k 0 

(or equivalently, with kinetic energy e = к ' / 2 т in direction t?) is given as 

~ = M M | 2 . (54) 
«Ко 

The quality of the obtained time-stability of the emission probabilities is demonstrated 
in Fig.l, which displays the spectrum of emitted particles for different R values.lt is less 

http://values.lt
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convincmg,than in the bound state case, indicating, that for smaller distances the approx
imation (53)is probably not enough. 

For fixed initial separation J2Q the differential emission probability was calculated in 
steps of Де = 0.5 MeV and Ai? = 10° for various values of the initial binding energy 
EB, of the initial collective velocity v 0 , and of the friction parameter f. In order to 
study the dependence of particle emission on the mass asymmetry, the computations have 
been performed for the symmetric case {ALlAa = 126/126), the most probable case 
(AL/A,t = 110/142) and a very asymmetric case [AL/AH = 90/162). 

e.Results and conclusions 

The results of the calculations can be summarized as follows. 
(a) The total emission probability for the chosen initial wave function amounts to about 

2% (l.7%-2.3%). It grows slightly with mass asymmetry and with growing initial 
kinetic energy, while the inclusion of friction into the classical motion diminishes its 
value. 

(b) The angle-integrated spectra (Fig.2) show a pronounced structure at a few MtV. 
The position oi the peak does not depend on the value of varied parameters. Larger 
mass asymmetry leads to enhancement of the high energy part of the spectrum. 

(c) The angular distributions—see Fig.3 for the double differential spectra and Fig.4 for 
the angular distributions— are peaked in the directions of the heavy fragments. The 
emission perpendicular to the fission axis is suppressed by orders of magnitude. 

(d) As it can be seen on Fig.5, the emission in the direction of the light fragment for 
higher emission energies is significantly favoured.Defining 

L(e) = 2 , f A W Í ^ O ) ttd Я ( . ) = 2« / * ' A W ^ f M , 
Jtw dk0 J0 dk0 

the ratio L[e)/H[e) reaches values between 2 and 3 for the mass asymmetry ALI AH = 
110/142 for emission energies higher than 10 MeV. 
Before coming to the conclusions about the physical significance of these results, a 

short review of the experimental facts about polar particle «mission in fission could be 
helpful. 

Experimental data on polar particle emission are available for protons, deuterons, 
tritons and a-particles in 3 ( 3Cf(sf) '"' and from a measurement of a complete set of 
kinematical parameters for fission fragments and long range a-particles (Ea > ft MeV) in 
the thermal-neutron- induced fission of M e U ' 9 4'.The experimental facts— together with 
a certain amount of their interpretation— can be grouped in a few statements, 
(i) Polar a-particles form distinct peaks in the yield s" a function of the emission an

gle, clearly separated from the equatorial emission '"', thus suggesting, that both 
components might originate from different mechanisms, 

(it) Polar particles in the direction of the light and heavy fragments are emitted from 
the corresponding fragment, while a part of the recoil energy is transferred to the 
fragment partner l 3 4 ) . Thus the light particle is created when the fragments are still 
interacting, and the polar particle need not necessarily be scattered from the neck 
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region (compare the discussion of the models invented to bend the particle from the 
neck region to polar direction presented in '"'). 

(Ui) In the case of a M U the polar o-emission into the direction of the light fragment 
(«\, > 155*) is favoured compared to the emission into the direction of the heavy 
fragment^. < 25°) by a factor of 3 | a 4 ' . 

(iv) In the case of " aCf(sf) the polar protons are focused stronger in the flight direction 
of the fragment, than one would expect from an in-flight evaporation from the fully 
accelerated fragment. The measured angular distribution decreases by a factor of two 
from 0* to 30* as well as from 180" to 150* | a s | . 

(v) In I 3 9' an experimental indication of a low energy component in the polar emission 
of charged particles has been reported, without definite conclusions concerning the 
nature and origin of such an enhanced yield below the peak in the energy distribution 
of polar a-particles at E0 « 25 MeV. 
Although these data can not be directly compared with the present calculations, since 

our model ignore« Coulomb effects, the basic feature« of the observed polar component of 
light particle emission seem to be in accord with the predictions of the one-body mecha
nism. 

Appendix: First order rescattering term 

The first order rescattering term in eq.(52) is given by 

An explicit expression for the scattered wave | # ' # (()) can be fovnd in the following way. 
For large t, when the motion of the potential Vt is uniform, eqs.(49),(50) for the state 

|*\"i#(0) c a n be solved in terms of the stationary scattering eigenstates referring to the 
potential Vi 

where k< = k 0 - rav, and the wave function \ф~) satisfies the equation 

with the resolvent operators 

Ő0{z) = (*~Ä 0 )- 1 , &(*) = (*- É. - fi)"1 (ЛА) 

The term (-it) in the exponent of eq.(A.2) ensures the convergence of the integral over t' 
when the expression (A.2) is substituted into eq.(48). Using eqs.(48),(49) and the separa
bility of V{ one can write 

WÍ.W) = ft(«A«t -»OlÄ>Mko)e-'<^-*"•*'•-<«>< (Л.Ь) 
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where 

U i (k 0 ) = e<-'k" — {$Щ (A6) 

Using eq.(A.5) in the matrix element appearing in eq.(A.l) one gets 

<A т;.(0>=«у(к.)в-ч^-*—•-*•>•• ( A 7 ) 

Supposing an »-state potential (compare eq.(21)) and using the well-known methods for the 
asymptotic estimation of integrals involving rapidly oscillating functions (see e.g. refJ 1 2 '), 
one can estimate the matrix element in eq.(A.7) to the order R~1 

(A(OW;.(0> = - J^y2m(Ä|k 0 ) (k 0 | / ? J )e -^ - t—' -^ +0(R-*) [АЛ) 

with the notation к<,- = к, - т\у> — v,-{. Using the relation (see ref.'1') 

ГДМ'ШО) = U(t)'" < , Ä ,"*m ,"' ; ( ,"' ,lÄ>, [лл) 

which is valid if both arguments t and t' are in the acceleration free part of the trajectory, 
one can introduce the expression (A.8) into eq.(A.l) and then the time-integraticn can be 
performed again to order R'1 (or i~') 

l«f.W>--öi(0*.(^-«)IA>«- i ,^-*'" , r , ,-<Oí 

x W u,(k0)(Ä|k<,.)(/?,lk,) (АЛ0) 
R(t) A, - - (Ató-«) |A) 

In deriving the final form of eq.(A.lO) we have used the separable potential identity 

1-Ai(Ä|C?o(*)|Ä) 

Comparing equations (АЛО) and (A.7) one can see, that the first order rescattering term— 
like the direct one— is a scattered wave from the moving potential, the difference showing 
up in the energy (k t > instead of k,) and in the amplitude, which contains an extra factor 
R-1. 
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Fig. 1 
Spectrum of emitted neutront for various distances Ä between the 

heavy fragments. Parameters: initial kinetic energy of relative motion 
Eo = kftvo3 = 2.5 MeV (^-reduced mass of the fragraents),iiiase asym
metry ALI Аи = 92/140 
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Fig.2 
Neutron emineion spectra for different mass asymmetries (EQ = 

2.5 MeV,R = W fm). 
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Pig.3 
Double differential spectra at two emission energies for various dis

tances R, Parameters as on Fig.l. 
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Pig.4 
Angular distributions for two different values of mass asymmetry 

{Eo = b McV,R = 60 /m). 
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Double differential spectra for high emission energies in polar di
rections and the corresponding L/II ratio (see text J.Parameters: £b = 
5 MeV,AH/AL = 142/110,R-60 fm 
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